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Message From Your Editors

T

his issue of The Recorder goes to press

We thank Carol Hammer for the front cover

as the erstwhile iconic 2020 draws to a

photograph that helps us remember to wear our

close. Riding high, on a wave full of hope, 2020

masks. Each of us has brought our own

arrived in what just seems like a few months

uniqueness to living with our “new normal.”

ago. Institutions, businesses and organizations

We thank those who found the time to share

aspired and planned as their Mission 2020 goals

their reflections on the virus – Lya Hale, Joyce

were being established.

Lloyd, Tom Viall, Gwen Solyom, Betty Lewis

Scarcely had the year begun, when we were

and Carol Hammer – and those who offered

struck by a tsunami of an unprecedented global

stories about other experiences – Kay Gantt,

pandemic, the coronavirus, COVID-19. The

Doris Cann, Hoc Hughes, Phyllis Kester and

virus is characterized by an extraordinary

Tony Solyom. We also are grateful to Dr. Bill

rapidity of contagion through droplets in the air

Gayle who adds to our COVID-19 knowledge.

from our speech. Symptomless carriers are

Looking ahead, your editors note that in

unaware that they even have the disease,

2021 the COVID-19 tsunami will have us float

offering a challenge to containment. We soon

in on its wave, as peaks and valleys ebb and

learned that to reduce potential spread it is

flow. Whatever, we will continue to anticipate

essential for everyone to wear masks and stay at

your support with stories and poems

least six feet apart.

throughout the year.
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From The Desk Of The CEO
Of Westminster Canterbury-Lynchburg
Sean Huyett

I

hope you enjoy this issue of The
Recorder. I am still reading the great

in school, although almost completely virtually. I
am thankful that we don’t have young children

stories in the August edition; they feel like

and have to figure out a home school option,

something out of a movie. I am currently reading

although my wife considered it many years ago.

The Splendid and the Vile about Winston

Many things in our lives have changed but we

Churchill and some of the stories from August

still count our many blessings.

dovetail well with the book.

We have all been frustrated by many different

I had to laugh when reading one of the

things since the pandemic started this year. I still

comments about how the pandemic was a

believe we have a lot to be thankful for in our

“bump in the road” for one of our writers. In

lives. We are starting to see more reunions

April, I told my 17- and 18-year-old children that

between families and friends, albeit slowly. Parts

while the pandemic was difficult, many

of WC are reopening, as is the rest of the

generations before us faced tougher challenges.

country. We may have some new normals, maybe

Their grandfather had the Vietnam draft waiting

forever, but we will figure it out.

for him after college. It goes to show that there is
always someone worse off than you.

I am thankful for all you have done to keep WC
safe and still vibrant in many ways. Thank you!

I feel very fortunate despite the pandemic.

Happy reading.

My wife and I are both employed. Our kids are

A LifeCare Retirement Community
501 V.E.S. Road, Lynchburg, VA 24503

(434) 386-3500

(800) 962-3520

www.wclynchburg.org
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PANDEMIC MUSINGS

2020
by Lya Hale

T

wenty-twenty vision is good; the year

2020, not so much. I think most will

agree we could have easily skipped this one.
What a year this has been so far and no real

and when I don’t like the cards I have been dealt,
I just delete them and deal myself another hand.
Try doing that in your regular bridge group!
Now, add one of the nicest swimming pools

end in sight. Once again, I find myself in a very

in the City of Lynchburg, as well as a fitness

enviable position. Westminster Canterbury

center with all state-of-the art equipment and

Lynchburg is one of the safest places to be

several exercise classes every day of the week in

under the unusual circumstances caused by the

the Wellness Center or, weather permitting,

coronavirus, and I actually love spending time

outside. It simply does not get any better than

by myself. I’m not anti-social and loved the get-

this.

togethers with four, six, or eight of us, before

My “in-town” friends understand that if they

this pandemic. But I am also perfectly happy to

invite me to join them for lunch or a drink, they

spend time alone.

will wear a mask and keep their distance. I’m

I love my apartment, love filling it with

sure that some think I’m a bit paranoid, but they

music, light and flowers. I have books galore,

also know that under current circumstances, I

covering just about any genre imaginable plus use

would rather err on the side of caution than take

of an inhouse, well-stocked library. I have access

chances.

to movies, TV series and documentaries on any

This pandemic has made it clear to me that I

possible subject matter. I participate in Zoom

am indeed a very lucky person, being where I

meetings with my book discussion group and

am and with the wonderful people who

others. I’m not saying it is the same as face-to-

surround me, albeit it with masks on and at a

face experiences, but definitely better than no

6-feet distance, of course.

meetings at all. I play bridge on my computer
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Ubiquitous SARS-CoV-2 Virus
by Bill Gayle, M.D.

W

e hear devastating news daily

along with wounds and bites, are easy entry

regarding the enormous toll that a

points for a virus.

virus is currently taking on our world’s

How does the virus get into the cells?

population in sickness, death and economic

Coronaviruses, like rhinoviruses (which cause

impact. What is it that we are dealing with,

common colds), have viral spikes that can

what do we know about it, and what can we do

attach to and puncture the membrane of a host

to control, mitigate or eradicate it?

cell. Once connected, the virus can insert its
genetic material into the host and take over the

What We Are Dealing With
Bacteria are alive and are the most abundant

cell’s functions while also carrying out a range
of jobs from making copies of the coronavirus

single-celled living organism in the world. They

to suppressing the body’s immune responses,

can INFect us, and they certainly do AFFect us.

allowing for damage to its host.

Considered to not be “living” by some, viruses

The viral variant that's driving today's

require a living cell to obtain energy, to reproduce

pandemic is specifically dangerous because a

and to maintain homeostasis. It becomes a tricky

recent mutation has enabled it to latch onto

situation as viruses can mutate, but only in an

cells in the lower respiratory tract – lung and

invaded cell. So, we may still ask: Are viruses alive

bronchial cells. These virus particles in essence

or dead? I think we have to accept they’re not

hijack the body’s cells, rapidly replicating,

dead as dead would assume to mean they can’t

bursting free, attacking more cells and starting

hurt us.

the process of suppressing the body’s immune

By the numbers, in and on our bodies, we

system.

can account for TRILLIONS of viruses. In fact,
they can be found in our DNA! Each part of
our body is littered (three to five times the

What We Know About This New Virus
In a short period of time we have learned a

number of bacteria) with viral particles located

tremendous amount. We know that SARS-CoV-

in the nose, bladder, mouth, colon, blood, skin

2 virus easily spreads via airborne particles and

and saliva. Natural openings in our bodies,

to a lesser extent through skin contact on
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surfaces. We also know how it invades our

typical seasonal influenza strains, during which

bodies and sets about doing damage that can be

about 70 to 90 percent of deaths are estimated

life threatening.

to occur in people 65 years and older.

At the first onset of the virus, symptoms can

The SARS CoV-2 virus estimates from the

be fever, fatigue, dry cough and loss of smell, all

latest Johns Hopkins data show that 80 percent

but the last being common for flu. With an

of deaths in the U.S. are over 65 years and 94

increase in the number of individuals with the

percent of ALL U.S. deaths have at least one

virus, it has become apparent that in most cases

comorbidity. Their data also shows a five to ten

the lungs are the major impacted organ creating

times higher death rate compared to the

shortness of breath, tightness in the chest and

seasonal flu. As of October 7, 2020, there have

low oxygen concentration. A list of other

been over 7.3 million cases in the United States.

potential sites includes major cardiovascular
problems related to an inflammatory attack on

What We Can Do To Control, Mitigate

the vascular system causing deep vein

Or Eradicate The Virus

thrombosis, pulmonary emboli and cardiac
inflammation.
The close proximity to the nasal membranes

The capacity to fight off the invader depends
on a prompt exact diagnosis and appropriate
therapy. How can we use what we know to

provides access to the central nervous system

accurately test for the virus? It has taken a long

and the possibility of headaches, dizziness, light

time to develop good tests that can be read

headedness and even stroke-like symptoms. Eye

quickly, but scientists are moving in that

redness, tearing and itching can occur. GI

direction. As of this writing two tests are being

symptoms of abdominal pain, diarrhea, nausea

used. An antibody test, which is not 100 percent

and vomiting can also be present.

accurate, is still very high for reliability. Also, an

We are told that older people are more

antigen test is available. There are nasal and

likely to have poor outcomes from the SARS-

oral swab tests, with the latest being a simple

CoV-2 virus. Is that true and what about other

saliva test. Accuracy is improving, but in all of

viruses we have had? Globally, 80 percent of

the tests there can be both false positive and

2003 (H1N1) flu virus-related deaths were

false negative results.

estimated to have occurred in people younger

When in an epidemic or pandemic, using

than 65 years of age. This differs greatly from
continued on page 8
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Ubiquitous SARS-CoV-2 Virus
continued from page 7
common sense in the areas of protection and

symptoms but currently we do not have a

distancing are tantamount to staying well and

medicine cabinet full of anti-virals proven to be

not spreading the disease. This is true for all

effective against SARS-CoV-2.

viruses. Because SARS- CoV-2 virus travels from
one host to another by way of airborne
particles, masks made with a minimum of two

When Will It Be Over
Probably not for many months, well into

layers provide a degree of safety. Likewise, a

2021, if not beyond. One should remember that

shield or full goggles to cover the eyes adds

the present virus is new. Many other

extra protection, especially when in an active

coronaviruses exist such as HIV – AIDS,

area. Handwashing with warm soapy water

probably around since the 1920s, and certainly

long enough to sing Happy Birthday twice is a

since the 1940s. Yet, over the 40 years of its

must, as is refraining from touching any part of

existence, we do not have a “cure” or a

the face, especially the nose, mouth and eyes.

marketable vaccine. We do not have a proven

Maintaining a distance from others of at
least 6 feet (12 feet is better) is highly
recommended, especially if one’s mask does not

vaccine for EBOLA, and it has been around
since the first outbreak in 1976, 44 years ago.
Along with having a vaccine, there are

cover the whole nose and mouth or is poorly

questions of who will get the vaccine, which

made and allows for leakage. Avoiding crowds

one, cost and how long it will be protective.

and not traveling to virus hot spots is a wise

Several vaccines are in the last phases of

practice to follow.

evaluation, and it will take time to see how

High uncertainty of what works and what

effective they are, how many have side effects,

does not work surrounds treatment approaches.

how long it will be protective. Will the virus

Clearly, a starting point is obtaining all the

mutate as viruses do, making the first vaccine

symptoms and knowing what part of the body

no longer helpful to the next strain?

the virus is attacking. Pertinent for most cases is

When will it be over? Only time will tell. In

tracking oxygen levels, monitoring the lungs by

the meantime, hang in there. We have each

way of chest X-ray and/or CT scan. Some

other, great leadership and caring hard-working

available medications may offer relief to certain

staff.
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Cope, Hope…and Eat Dark Chocolate
by Tom Viall
The Lone Ranger wore a black mask, as did Zorro,
Masks are for super heroes, armed robbers and Halloween, not April Fool's and May Day;
My mask is for grocery and drug store shopping;
I imagine Gustav Klimt’s, The Scream, or Mona Lisa, in a mask.
Mine's not fancy, not effective as an N-95 mask, which stops only 95 percent;
Just pleated cloth, robin's egg blue, with an aluminum nose band,
It fogs my glasses, chafes my upper cheeks and hurts my ears;
A rather flimsy response to feeling helpless and afraid.
This must be the Twilight Zone – I can hear the music; Do Doot Do Do...
Traffic is sparse, stores are closed, and parking lots are empty.
Package stores, gun shops, and the WWE are open for business,
For they are “essential services.” Yeah, right!
Kroger opens for seniors at 6 a.m.,
I offer my usual hello smile to a white haired lady
Foraging for fruits and vegetables,
But she cannot see my face, and I cannot see hers.
I scurry by a man with a loaded cart,
One of my many violations of social, or is it physical, distancing.
Perhaps he just bought a firearm to
Protect his stash of toilet tissue, paper towels, beer and Doritos.
We are told that, like all things, “this too, shall pass;”
Personal isolation/quarantine will end, businesses and schools will reopen, return to the “new normal;”
Restaurants will serve again, and I will get a haircut.
We will remove our masks, and put on others, just like before.
In some ways, isolation can bring us closer, at least in common experience, we are all alike;
We are all individual cells in a collective body, humanity. But dead cells are replaced...
I navigate my cart down the candy aisle,
Cope, hope…and eat dark chocolate.
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A Gardening Story
by Joyce Lloyd

S

hortly after moving to Westminster

outside, I put two chairs on my fire escape and

Canterbury Lynchburg two years ago, I

a little white stool from Target that had two

secured a garden plot. I didn’t plant right away

steps, the kind you purchase for a toddler

due to extreme rainfall at the time. Also,

learning how to go potty. I placed the steps next

gardening at the scale of one of Westminster

to my spare bedroom window so to reach my

Canterbury’s plots would be a new experience

oasis by climbing out the window and onto the

for me.

fire escape.

For 30 years, I lived in a condo over

I added planter boxes and hung a large fern

concrete on Rivermont Avenue where I had no

from the upper level of the fire escape and called

balcony, only a fire escape. Desperate to be

it my patio. To water the plants, I attached a
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hose to a faucet in the bathroom, fed the hose

like the plant in Jack in the Bean Stalk producing

through the hall and spare bedroom and finally

beautiful flowers. The colorful zinnias and

out the window onto the fire escape. My view

marigolds that I had placed surrounding the vine

was from the side of the building where most

also grew. My plot is now an amazing flower

folks walking by wouldn’t notice. For me, what

garden that has provided me much pleasure. I

a great place to sit and enjoy the evening with a

look forward to watering, to viewing my lovely

glass of wine, my lovely plants and watching the

flowers and to picking a few for my apartment. I

people pass by along the avenue.

especially enjoy sharing my flowers with other

This year, unlike last year, with great

residents.

excitement about planting, I sprang into action.

It is amazing to see the variety of garden

My daughter-in-law, a master gardener, knows a

plots at Westminster Canterbury. Some folks

lot about flowers. She suggested I get a bamboo

prefer to grow from seed, others from purchased

tent and plant a Mandevilla vine. I purchased

plants. Not only do each of us enjoy our

one from Farmer’s Seed and Supply, one day

gardens, but we appreciate others as well. One

right before they closed. It was the last one.

resident with a green thumb, Crimora Ayers, has

Then I went to a garden supply store and talked

a unique and lovely garden with two water

to Art asking what to plant. He recommended

features. She has been successful with her

zinnias, to which my daughter-in-law agreed.

blooming lotus plants. Once a year, for four

She also suggested I plant marigolds around the

days, each blossom opens and then loses its

zinnias – like a square with the zinnias inside

petals. Others who have gardens love their

the marigolds.

tomato plants and many varieties exist. For the

To be honest, I had no clue about growing
flowers. Being in a hurry, I didn’t listen to Art in
February regarding planting marigolds, as he

past two years, a tomato tasting event was a
highlight for those who planted tomatoes.
We are blessed to have this pleasurable

said it was too early. Twice I planted; twice they

activity at WCL, especially during this time of

died. The frigid weather was not what the

the virus. Caring for and nurturing plants is

doctor ordered. Art must have laughed at my

therapeutic. I don’t know what I would do

unsuccessful attempts thinking to himself, “Here

without having my plot to tend to each day. Its

comes Joyce, cha ching, cha ching!

success has helped me cope with our current

As the weather warmed, I secured the

environment, and the plots have been a boon to

bamboo tent in the middle of the plot and

those who have one during this time of the

planted my Mandevilla vine underneath. It grew

COVID-19 virus.
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Mistress Mary…How Does YOUR Garden Grow?
by Betty Lewis

“M

ary, Mary, quite contrary, how does

marriages and transvestite couples. All yearning to

your garden grow? With silver bells

be recognized.

and cockle shells, and pretty maidens all in a

In addition, strife increased among groups of

row.”* That’s all I can remember. Why last night

opposites: Black Lives Matter versus White

was I trying to think of a nursery rhyme, and

Supremacists, immigrants crashing southern

which one came to mind? I puzzled. Never mind,

borders versus wall under construction, sex

I thought, I have heard that advanced years can

transition versus conformity. In the corporate

find one in a “second childhood!” Suddenly, I

world, it has been white against black and male

know why! I had a piece of “coronavirus advice”

against female. Blacks and women symbolize

in the mail that day from a considerate friend.

those lacking opportunity and recognition. In my
opinion, ultimately the division between our

“Think of your mind as a garden.

political parties reached its peak during the

Your thoughts are the seeds you plant.

confirmation hearing of Judge Amy Barrett.

The choice is yours.
It’s up to you whether you plant flowers or weeds.”

On September 18, 2020, the iconic Justice
Ruth Ginsberg died of cancer. President Trump
nominated Judge Amy Coney Barrett to fill the

For sure, a thought worth a thank you note

vacated seat. In my opinion, the height of

and pondering! COVID-19 could allow for

intensity manifesting belligerence existing between

plenty of weeding time, should we be careless

our two political parties was paramount in the

about the seeds we plant during all our free-

confirmation hearings of the nominee.

reading and free-thinking time. The exceptional

Ironically, Democrats resented President

unrest in our country today is most likely due to

Trump for filling the seat so readily. They had

such an abnormal amount of free time.

counted on a long period of confirmation

The tumultuous year of 2020 began with the
mystery of our unprecedented pandemic
complicated by the fact that those without any

hearings pushing the privilege of naming a
successor until after the election.
Justice Ginsberg had made clear that she felt

symptoms could carry the virus and infect others.

that the sitting President, at the time of a vacancy,

Other conditions have also been in play. Along

should declare his preference for a nominee if he

with coronavirus, tumult has occurred by an ever-

has one. That should be done in preference to

present cry among minorities – a universal cry

postponing the nomination, no matter how close

among women, blacks, Asians, racially mixed

to a Presidential election.
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In this presidential election year, we find our

have not yet met anyone who likes wearing a

political parties and nation seriously divided. Our

mask. However, with its being mandated for

21st century television networks dramatically

safety, we have to be patient and endure wearing

express opposing viewpoints. Speculation is

one.

rampant with respect to fraud and the validity of

The out-of-doors lures many as no mask is

balloting and outcome of our presidential election.

required in the fresh air. Some might feel a virus

The tsunami we are experiencing is moving us

memory should be created. Establish a garden or

into 2021 on waves of peaks and valleys.

plant a tree. Knowing of the high risk of

Recently, I read that Albert Einstein observed,
“The monotony and solitude of a quiet life
stimulates the creative mind.” Society everywhere

contagion, mixing with others while grocery
shopping has pushed many into gardening.
I read that a Romanian philosopher feels

appears to confirm his observation. Daily,

“boredom leads to DIY” (acronym for Do It

customary functioning has been forced to change

Yourself). With the closing of various facilities, we

as we accept numerous imposed virus limitations.

have free time to discover some tasks that might

Thanking Einstein for his acute observation,
we all can recognize legions of adjustments in our
society today. Some could easily become

yield to DYI. Learn by doing, simply because the
time is there to learn.
Necessity is surely the “mother of invention.”

permanent after the virus is over. There is no

The condition of being inhibited from satisfying a

denying that many have discovered a degree of

need or desire can become a route of creativity.

patience of which they never dreamed capable.

When we find devised compromises are adequate,

As The Recorder goes to print, we learn over

not surprisingly they become adequate. We take

a million deaths worldwide have been attributed

pride in our originality! The art of compromise

to coronavirus with over 200,000 deaths in our

gives us a positive feeling in the midst of our

nation alone. Such loss of life and businesses,

pandemic.

combined with massive unemployment and

Imagine the virus has met with an effective

financial loss, cannot be minimized. This

vaccine and we find ourselves in the “new

unprecedented, global pandemic has generated

normal.” We can travel again! Might we discover

simultaneous accompanying hardship and sorrow.

a post-virus lifestyle where it is customary when

Health authorities have found that the

we fly to have spacious waiting areas and tourist

wearing of masks and keeping six feet distance

class seating that closely reflects that of formerly

from another person (termed “social distancing”)

“business class.” Or, how rewarding it would be

considerably reduce the otherwise exceptional
contagion and spreading of the coronavirus. I

continued on page 14
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Mistress Mary…How Does YOUR Garden Grow?
continued from page 13
to have our Amtrak coach comparable to what

world devoting all their time to creating an

was considered “extra-fare” coach arrangement.

effective vaccine for COVID-19, might we not

A dining or café car reminds us of what once was

trust, that like NASA, the byproducts from their

called Pullman class. Similar discoveries might be

research could be a “second leap for mankind”!

seen on our cruise ships.
Fine restaurants in the “new normal” will

Think POSITIVELY! Let’s recall the song
“Accentuate the Positive,” written by Johnny

probably drop the “take out” option. Thinking

Mercer and Harold Allen, which first appeared in

positively, we will discover instead an increased

1944.

opportunity for “alfresco dining.” Should space
permit, not only could customer areas be

AC-CENT-TCHU-ATE the positive

expanded, but partially covered for inclement

Eliminate the negative

weather, removing the chill from the air during

Latch on to the affirmative

the spring and fall seasons. The virus has allowed

Don’t mess with Mr. In-Between

owners to see diners find alfresco dining to be
very enjoyable.
Research on vaccine experiments is consuming

In 1962, Bing Crosby had a best-selling disc
that included AC-CENT-TCHU-ATE the positive,

the attention of scientists the world over. In the

and the song appeared again on YouTube in

U.S., major pharmaceutical companies anticipate

2000. It certainly carries sound advice for today.

having effective vaccines readily available by
spring 2021. I feel it will be interesting to see

TIME WILL TELL! “It is an ill wind that
doesn’t blow any good.”**

what is inadvertently also discovered en route!

All of this brings me back to Mistress Mary.

Conceivably, byproducts, of great benefit to

She wondered how her garden was growing. The

mankind will eventually become commonplace.

concept that the mind is a garden and thoughts

We need to think of NASA. Let’s reflect on

are the seeds we plant is one I’m choosing to

what that organization’s research has learned

adopt. Though we all are aware of “planting

through its efforts and experiments, enabling

some weed seeds,” let’s take time to observe that

man to land on the moon. In 1969, we had

some “flower seeds” have also been planted.

astronauts Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin
making that first trip. Setting foot on the moon
Armstrong’s first words were: “That’s one small
step for a man; one giant leap for mankind.”
With scientists and researches throughout the

*

English rhyme’s metaphor referencing Queen Mary in the
16th century.

** “an ill winde that bloweth no man to good,” William
Shakespeare, King Henry IV, Henry IV.
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Feeling Antsy About Sheltering In Place
On The WC Campus?
by Gwen Solyom

A

s I walked along the sidewalk, I

to weather conditions and threats from outsiders.

noticed some of the other campus

The queen and her eggs are moved up and down

inhabitants. For example, I saw various styles of

in the anthill to the warmest spots in the anthill.

anthills along the way. Some were multi-tiered

The ants can’t see us outsiders as we walk along

engineering marvels, others mere splats. Some

the sidewalks, but they can sense us.

ant experts say that different colonies have

Our fellow residents of the WC campus live

differing genetic pools, which might account for

on leftovers, fruit and smaller insects. Remember

skill levels. Colonies can range from a few ants

that, the next time you drop a potato chip. It must

lounging on a leaf, to millions of workers

be a pretty good diet, because they can live up to

digging tunnels. The remains of a colony in

fifteen years.

Hokkaido, Japan, looked like it had 1.1 million
queens and over 300 million worker ants.
The WC creatures along the walkways are

Ants of course, have figured in horror
movies and literature. Famously, they appeared
in at least two of Aesop’s Fables. Remember

probably black garden ants (Lasius niger), but

“The Ant and the Grasshopper”? A grasshopper

there are over 12,000 species of ants in the

plays around while an ant stores food for the

world. Ants have been around for around 120

winter. When winter comes, the ant is comfy

million years. Our ants, like others, can lift 20

and the grasshopper is not. Of course, the moral

times their weight, and are masters of the

is: prepare for the future. If you are antsy to

anthill. Only the top activity shows, because

find out more, you can go to Ants.com (Yes,

most goes on underneath the ground.

Virginia, there is such a site).

The entrance to an anthill changes according
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Outside The Box
by Carol Hammer
veryone at WCL has dealt with the

E

of colors, etc. I had to trace most of the photos onto

restrictions COVID-19 brought upon us

the watercolor paper before beginning to paint. My

since March. Change is hard for many people,

goal was to learn as much as I could about

and when it comes to us over a certain age, it can

watercolor paints, brushes, tips and to feel

be a real problem. For me, it presented a

comfortable with the medium.

challenge to see what I could do for myself, to

When the lockdown, as I refer to it, happened

enjoy the time spent on campus aiding in the

at WCL as it also occurred to all of the world, I

prevention of contacting or spreading the virus.

could no longer take her courses, which she

Previously, I had taken a few watercolor

could no longer teach. I experienced a real

courses at the Academy of Arts downtown from

letdown as I felt I learned more each time I took

Solly Blank, a wonderfully talented painter and

her class and I wanted that to continue.

person. I was a true novice at watercolor having

Bill Booz, a Canterbury Club member,

been told it was the hardest media to work in. I

participated in the last class I took from Solly. I

feared giving it a try.

originally met him and his wife, Maryanne,

Solly provided a photo each week for us to
paint and interpret. During her class, she
demonstrated her approach, along with the mixing

through water volleyball at WC. Maryanne took
the water aerobics class with me, as well. Bill
continued on page 18
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Outside The Box

A Trip To City Market

continued from page 16

by Doris Cann

arrived to Solly’s class with a small sketch book,
tiny brushes and palette. I liked what I saw when

M

y great-grandfather immigrated to
the States from Liverpool, England.

he showed the class his rendition of Solly’s

He married his German bride and settled on a

lesson. The ability to carry everything needed to

600-acre farm north of Birmingham, Alabama.

sketch and paint in a small bag intrigued me.

They had four children. My great-grandmother

As the lockdown of the country progressed, it
became more upsetting to not be able to attend
classes at the Academy of Arts. Then I noticed on
Facebook that Bill Booz was offering a two-part
introductory Zoom class on Urban Sketching. I saw
a light at the end of the tunnel, a spark, some hope!
I quickly investigated this opportunity and found
that for a reasonable fee, a total kit would be
provided, along with the lessons. I need do nothing
else but wait to receive the package and lessons.
Since his Zoom lessons, I have pushed myself,

was so happy to be an American citizen that she
named her first-born after our first president,
Fritz “Washington” Reese. The children grew
up and wanted to leave the farm like many of
that generation. My grandfather went to
Birmingham and developed a successful dry
cleaning business. The next oldest son became
the superintendent of schools. Their sister
became a nurse. This left Willy, the youngest,
who stayed and continued the farm. It was

at first to sketch from photos of mine, progressing

known that it was “The Reese’s” farm, and if

to bravely going outside on our campus to draw. It

you were having a hard time, you could come

has been a fun experience and one that is also

live on the farm until you could care for

comforting and relaxing. I have watched many

yourself again.

videos on different aspects of sketching, some of

Everyone did well. My grandfather, Fritz

which Bill suggested before and after his lessons.

Washington Reese, flourished in business like

One book on perspective has greatly helped me

many others. He provided well for his family.

with buildings at an angle.

He had a Rolls Royce with a driver that took

Instead of moping around feeling sorry for
my confinement, I found doing something
outside of one’s mental box helps immensely. I
highly suggest everyone to try something new.
Don’t expect immediate success. Enjoy the
moment and find joy in what you can do, not in
what you cannot do.

Grandmother and the five children anywhere
they needed to go, and Jenny helped
Grandmother with the house and children.
Then, like so many other businessmen in 1929,
both of my grandfathers lost their businesses. So
continued on page 18
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A Trip To City Market
continued from page 17
Grandad Fritz took his family back to the farm.

for “one handful.” Then I would run back to

My dad and his brother were married by this

my grandad, sit on his lap, and open the

time. By now, Great Uncle Willy had developed

peanuts and drop the shells on the straw. What

a truck farm and sold his produce at the

a job! I would then run back to the peanut man

Birmingham City Market. So my grandad began

and look at him. He would nod his head and I

to help my uncle on the farm. They each had

would get another handful of peanuts and run

their own stalls at the market, and my

back and sit on my grandad’s lap. Then, of

grandmother sold her jams and jellies and the

course, I would be told, “No more peanuts.”

world’s best chow chow relish along with her

Here it is, later, another Saturday at the City

beautiful hand-pieced quilts. After a time, they

Market in Lynchburg, where I sell my American

were able to accumulate enough money to buy a

Girl doll clothes, knitted hats and other things I

grocery store in Birmingham and moved back.

have made. Until recently, my dad made

Before they had returned to Birmingham,

miniature houses (1” – 1’) for me to sell for him

some Saturdays Dad would say, “Doris, want to

at the craft shows I attended. Being at my booth

see your grandparents?” Of course I did, and I

reminds me of the fun times I had visiting my

would quickly get ready. When we arrived, my

grandparents, sitting in my grandfather’s lap,

grandad would be in his rocking chair waiting

eating peanuts and dropping the shells on the

to help anyone who wanted to buy any of his

straw. I can still hear people chatting away, the

vegetables. Grandmother always had her arms

taste of peanuts, the smell of fresh straw, and

out-stretched to give me a big hug.

not wanting for my dad to say, “Doris, it’s time

I loved the market. It had straw strewn on
the floor, all open under a large tin roof. Near

to go home.”
I wonder what my grandparents’ reaction

my grandmother’s stall was a man who had

would be if they could visit me at the City

several things to offer for sale, including a large

Market one Saturday morning.

barrel full of peanuts. I had permission to ask
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Volcanoes
by Phyllis Smith Kester

M

any of us at Westminster Canterbury

jumped at the chance to stay with a good friend

recently watched the movie about

from Maui, Hawaii. Since Judy would marry that

the Kilauea volcano in Hawaii. At the time I

summer and wanted me in her wedding, I spent

wondered, “Why have I always been fascinated

the entire summer with her. In July that summer

by volcanos?” Perhaps it was because of an event

my dream came true when the most active

in my childhood. My dad and I were hiking on

volcano, Kilauea, resumed erupting. I was going

perpetually snowy Mount Hood in Oregon when

to see a live eruption!

he tossed me playfully into a snowbank as we
hiked.
I began to wonder how a volcano – formed at

I’d learned that our 50th state is a chain of
volcanic islands, still in the process of forming. It
is assumed this island chain formed by the crust

such temperatures that rocks became molten and

of the earth (Pacific plate) slowly moving over a

spewed out from the bowels of the earth – could

hot spot of activity. As the Pacific plate continues

ever have snow on its top? Years later in college, I

continued on page 20
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Volcanoes
continued from page 19
to advance northwest over time, each successive

the Crater Rim Drive overlooking the Kilauea

island is pushed away from the hotspot and a

caldera with its billowing smoke/steam.

new island begins to form over the hotspot.

Venturing outside, we felt the heat! The bubbling

Kauai (the northwestern Garden Island) emerged

and spurting orange/red magma was magnificent.

first. Each island down the chain is formed by

The center of the volcano had collapsed and left

volcanic action over the years, with the state’s

us looking at a flat lake-like area ringed by the

youngest island being Hawaii (the Big Island).

vertical outer walls of the volcano.

Now another island, Lo’ihi, is forming a few
miles south, but still underwater.
The film we saw here at Westminster showed

However, instead of water in the lake, it was
filled with molten rock. The cooler dark surface
of the lava lake was crazed with orange/red

eruptions and black lava in the large southeastern

magma glowing through the cracks caused by the

section of the Big Island. Although Kilauea is one

surface being disrupted with erupting activity

of the most active volcanoes in the world – it has

along its outer edge. In the dark of the night, it

been erupting continuously for more than 30

was mesmerizing. Revisiting the area in the

years – it usually doesn’t have an explosive display.

daylight wasn’t impressive. Everything was a

Its eruptions are quieter, sometimes in the caldera

washed-out grey color, with oppressive heat and

(collapsed center of the volcano) and other times

sulfuric smell.

breaking out in fissures or linear volcanic vents –

If flowing magma is going to retain enough

perhaps miles away. The latter can look like a

heat to travel an extended distance, it has to

whole trench or ditch of boiling magma.

form lava tubes—similar to arteries—that solidify

Fast forward to early 2015. My husband and I

on the outside and form insulation that retains

decided to celebrate our 50th wedding anniversary

heat in the semi-fluid rock. After the outside of

by spending time in the Hawaiian Islands. After a

the tube is hardened and the molten rock has

cruise around the islands, we spent a few days on

flowed out, empty lava tunnels are left at various

several different islands, to get the “feel” of that

depths and in different directions. We walked

particular island. Starting with the Big Island,

through two and peered into others. Some are

Hawaii, we worked our way up the chain to the

large enough for a bulldozer to collapse into

northwestern Garden Island, Kauai.

when trying to clear land years later. It’s easy to

While on the Big Island, Monty and I chose
to eat a special dinner at the Volcano House on

understand why they make construction work
dangerous.
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We explored many areas, including the

sides – to fly us over the rugged landscape arising

Hawaii Volcanoes National Park and the beaches

out of this gigantic eroded volcano and the

of black sand. The tree molds fascinated us.

Napali Coast Wilderness Park. We wanted

Years earlier, when the hot magma suddenly

nothing between us and lush velvet-looking

broke through cracks in the earth and started

emerald-green, fluted ridges and deep canyons

spilling through a damp, green forest, the cool

with hidden waterfalls and unexpected splashes

wet trees chilled the semifluid rock. A hard shell

of color. The overwhelming display filled us with

solidified around each tree as high as the

joy and a sense of smallness. It was breathtaking.

semifluid material flowed. The heat of the

We didn’t want the helicopter ride to end. We

magma (1,300-2,200 degrees Fahrenheit) burst

took hundreds of pictures in the giddiness of

the trees into flames, even though a shell of hard

the moment, but nothing could capture the

lava encrusted them on the outside. As the liquid

exhilaration of being surrounded by the wonder

magma moved through and drained out of the

and beauty of what God could do with the

area, hollow tree molds of grey volcanic rock

remains of an old volcano.

were left standing where the trees used to be.

Now, as we reminisce regarding this trip,

Each mold stood as a silent testimony of the tree

we think of the contrasts. We reflect on the

that once was but is no more – the legacy of a

destruction of whole villages and the futile

life once lived.

attempts to redirect the lava flow. It still sends a

We saw many contrasts. One side of the

chill through us remembering how puny man’s

island has lush exotic flowering plants and trees

best eﬀorts are against such a force of nature.

adapted to reclaiming places where the molten

This is a stark contrast to the intoxicating beauty

rock had flowed and destroyed all in its path. But

we saw on our helicopter ride. The magic of the

other parts of this youngest island remain a dark

Master’s touch remains spellbinding.

somber landscape, pocked with steam vents and
surreal in a cloak of haze.

Even today we marvel as we think of being
suspended in flight over and within such

After the Big Island, we traveled to other

magnificence – like a honeybee, darting about

islands and ended on the Garden Island, Kauai.

from flower to flower in a garden, pausing to

It’s the oldest of the chain and one of the wettest

drink in the joy of being alive.

spots on earth. We hired a helicopter – with no
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The Virtue Of Timely Action
by Antal E. Sólyom
(The scene. After my father’s forced retirement in 1948, at the start of the Stalinist communist
dictatorship, we moved in with my maternal aunt’s family, and seven of us shared a small apartment in
Budapest.)

I

was a freshman in high school when, in

hospital admission at the 1st Department of

mid-March 1951, I had mild flu-like

Pediatrics of the Medical School. Indeed, that

illness and had to stay home in bed for one week,

doctor met us there at around 10 pm. By

under my father’s care. Suddenly, on the 18th, I

midnight I became jaundiced and slipped into a

refused my supper and behaved belligerently and

coma. Had my mother not acted unhesitatingly in

irrationally. My father felt guilty because he had

such a timely manner to secure help for me, she

given me leftovers for lunch, which he thought

probably would have not noticed during the night

might have caused food poisoning. My mother,

that I became jaundiced and was in a coma. By

just home from the school where she was

the morning I could have been dead or the coma

teaching, could not make any sense of my

could had been irreversible.

behavior. My uncle thought I was just stubborn

In the hospital, it was established that I was

and disrespectful, and slapped me in the face. It

in a hepatic coma, presumably caused by a

didn’t help.

fulminant viral hepatitis of high mortality. There

My mother soon realized that something

was only a 50 percent chance of survival. Even

unusual was happening and that supper should

though there was no specific treatment, the

not be forced on me. My thinking became more

timely and ongoing control of my vital signs,

irrational. She could have tried to console me and

metabolic and mineral balance through

maybe with a cup of tea help me to go to sleep

intravenous infusions was the sine qua non of my

hoping that I would feel better the next morning.

recovery from the coma after 36 hours and, thus,

Yet, she felt that help was urgently needed.

of my chance for survival. My mother saved my

A pediatrician lived two floors below us, and

life with the timely help of the doctors.

my mother urged my aunt to call him – no matter

I tell this story because it could provide a

the intrusion at 8 pm. He responded immediately

moral lesson for our present young generation on

and recognized that my strange and irrational

whom the future depends: the lives of not only

behavior was due to an altered mental state

their children and grandchildren, but of humanity

caused by an organic, not psychiatric, disorder.

as well. In order to appreciate the challenges and

He immediately arranged with a friend for
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responsibilities in front of them, i.e., about which

corrective process has already started, but must be

timely action needs to be taken, they have to

completed by mid-century. Otherwise, Earth’s

become fully cognizant of the fact that our planet

chronic disease will become a terminal one (even if

Earth – with her dry lands and oceans – is a living

it lingers on for a couple of centuries).

organism with multiple interdependent parts and

The current COVID-19 pandemic shows how

functions, like a giant eco-system. This organism

a virus may create havoc in the whole world – not

is healthy, just like our individual bodies are, as

unlike the hepatitis virus in my body in 1951.

long as its parts function in harmony (in

This time, however, timely action was not taken

equilibrium). One may conceptualize that we

and, in 2020, the virus could rapidly spread

humans represent the brain (specifically its outer

throughout our interconnected world. Our

layer, called neocortex) of the Earth. Our

country has continually failed to act on the facts –

perceptions, thoughts, decisions determine our

just like in the case of climate crisis – and the

behaviors that may benefit or harm different parts

harm to human health, life, productivity,

and functions of the Earth (e.g., the rain forests)

livelihood and education continue to mount.

or our individual bodies (e.g., the lungs). In other

Several scientists have predicted that climate

words, our lifestyle may keep us healthy or may

change (global warming, etc.) would lead to more

lead to chronic diseases.

dangerous pandemics and might facilitate animal

The latter happened to our living Earth during
the past 60 years. (Note: Rachel Carson’s book

to human transmission of diseases.
Educators have to reconsider what is

Silent Spring of 1962.) Yes, the young generation

important in education. In my view, it has to be

should know that their recent ancestors have

grounded on ethical (moral) and humanistic

created and been living in (and some suffered

values and has to focus on the preparation for the

from) a culture that lusted for money and profits

existential tasks. (I know of American higher

no matter the consequences (like alcoholics). This

education institution/s where every subject is

led to the severe chronic disease of our living

filtered through an ethical prism.) Our Earth

environment that is not curable but sustainable –

needs a healthy brain (mind), which it doesn’t

provided the current young generation acts timely

have now, in order to support and keep alive her

and wisely. The climate crisis we are in means that

body, and humans within that. The current young

society’s lifestyle has to change: transformation of

generation needs help to take this to heart.

the energy economy is on top of the list. This
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Thunderstorms Will Get You If You Don’t Watch Out
by Hoc Hughes

A

fter my discharge from the U.S. Air

with other flights to talk to us. We had no

Force in the mid 1950s, I joined the

choice; we had to continue on course.

Virginia Air National Guard, and this is one of
many stories about my flying experiences.
It was getting dark when I arrived in

By now we were on the edge of the storm
and still no contact to get permission to change
direction. At thirty thousand feet altitude, we

Richmond to join my squadron to fly to spring

burst into one of the most violent storms I had

training in Savannah, Georgia. All had left,

ever experienced. Jim had pulled up tight close

except Captain Jim Fleming. I was to fly flight

to me in formation and when I looked his way, I

lead aircraft with Jim on my wing. I had not

could not see his aircraft, only the tip of his

met him, a new Virginia Air National Guard

wing with the blinking wing light about two

pilot in the squadron, but knew that he had a

feet away from my canopy.

lot of jet pilot time with very little in the F-84F
aircraft.

My efforts to reached Atlanta Center on the
radio finally paid off, and we got another radio

We introduced ourselves and briefed for a

channel change. But we still had a big problem

normal short, forty-minute night flight. With an

because poor Jim could not make the change.

uneventful take-off and Jim in formation, we

He was too busy just staying in formation – all

proceeded by way of Raleigh, North Carolina,

he could see of me was my canopy two feet

and Columbia, South Carolina, to Savannah,

away from his wingtip.

Georgia. But soon it became clear – this was not
going to be a routine flight.
As we approached Columbia, seventy miles

Center cleared us direct to Savannah and
gave us a new heading and Jim managed to
hold on not knowing what was happening due

away, I could see a tremendous thunderstorm

to lost radio contact. The storm extended to

over the city. I immediately called Atlanta

Savannah and a few minutes later I contacted

Center Control to get permission to change our

Savannah Approach Control for a Ground

instrument flight plan to go around the storm.

Control Approach (GCA) into Travis Field,

Center gave us a radio channel change, and the

Savannah.

trouble began. We could not raise Atlanta
Center on the new frequency and when we went

With no radio contact between Jim and
myself I resorted to hand signals and flashlight

back to the old frequency, they were too busy
continued on page 25
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Thunderstorms
continued from page 24
waving to tell him to retard throttle and extend
dive brakes for descent, extend landing gear,
extend landing flaps and signal to retard throttle
for landing. All this time the turbulence bounced

Book Reviews

us around like crazy. We did not have time to be
frightened because both of us were too busy just
flying our aircraft.
The ground controller did a good job of

Louise Penny:
Canadian Storyteller

directing us and finally, we landed safely, exited

by Connie C. Sowa

the planes and in pouring rain rode a van to
operations. I said, “Jim, you did a masterful job
of hanging on, I don’t see how you managed not

B

eing stuck at home over the last six
months because of the pandemic

to lose me in all that turbulence and almost zero

has spurred me to read more books than usual.

visibility.”

Normally, this column provides a review of a

He replied, “I wasn’t worried about losin’

certain book or two, but this time I want to

you; I worried about hittin’ you. I was not going

pay homage to a particular author, Louise

to fall off; I had gotten vertigo so badly that I

Penny.

didn’t know up from down, and if I had lost
you, I would have crashed.”
Later, I found out that this was his first night

I enjoy mysteries and when I discover a
series, I like to start with the very first one, so
this past Christmas I bought a copy of Still

flight in the F-84F. His skill and determination

Life, From the opening paragraph, I was

saved his life and probably mine, too.

hooked and fell in love with the Canadian
village of Three Pines. A well-beloved artist is
found dead on Thanksgiving morning and her
neighbors are in a quandary about her demise.
Because of the suspicious death, Inspector
Armand Gamache of the Sûreté du Québec is
called in to investigate and thus begins a series
continued on page 26
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Book Reviews
continued from page 25
of books that are not only compelling, but

to learn more about the artist couple Clara and

compulsive reads.

Peter; B&B owners Gabi and Olivier; bookstore

One of Penny’s assets is her ability to fully

owner Myrna and the odd-ball poet, Ruth and

form her characters through detailed

her duck – all residents of Three Pines. I’ve read

backgrounds and dialogue among other

twelve books in this series over the last six

characters in the story. She has a unique ability

months. I’m watching Gamache grow older, but

to draw the reader deep into her stories with

not become jaded. He suffers emotional and

plot twists and turns. Just as you finish one

physical pain with the death of colleagues and

chapter, you hurry into the next one because of

corruption within police ranks. He helps his

her nuanced attention to detail and ability to

newfound friends of Three Pines solve issues,

end with the inevitable cliff-hanger. Just when

and they, in turn, offer Gamache and his wife,

you think you have helped solve the mystery,

Reine-Marie, a sanctuary when the couple

Penny sends you down another rabbit hole

decide to retire (Book Ten). No plot line is ever

along with the very cerebral and cautious

repeated or rehashed, which keeps this series

Gamache as he ponders every facet of his cases.

fresh, bringing the reader back for more

Gamache is a Canadian version of Hercule
Poirot with a huge dose of compassion and

adventures and puzzles to solve.
Louise Penny has crafted more than a crime

delightful sensitivity that sometimes is

novel series. She has painted a lovely Canadian

misunderstood by others. He is wise and gentle,

landscape that has captivated me. I’ve learned

slow to anger yet stern when necessary. He is

more about the cultures and customs of Canada

usually the first to admit when he’s perplexed or

through her books than any history textbook.

confused about a killer’s motives. Above all, he

During these upcoming winter days, take a cool

is vulnerable like the rest of us. Penny admits

metaphorical drive through the village of Three

that she modeled Gamache physically, mentally

Pines and be sure and stop in for some

and emotionally, after her late husband Michael.

refreshment at the local boulangerie. You just

When I finished Still Life, I dove into the

might meet a new friend to help you through

next in the series, A Fatal Grace. I was hungry

these scary times we are living.
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Meeting Mrs. Steinbeck

Strickler Library Notes

by Kay Gantt

Non-Fiction Additions

Two women writers and I clutched
our complimentary cups of stew
at the Monroe County Library
and chatted about Tennessee Williams.
My first Key West Seminar and I
was sharing stories with bona fide
biographers. One asked if I might
care to meet Mrs. Steinbeck.
She’s right behind you, they said.
We opened our circle to include
a slight woman, maybe eighty.
They were off to the Hemingway
House and asked how long the walk
might take. I summoned the thin reed
of a voice. I’ll drive you there
if you like. Mrs. Steinbeck asked
if I might lead them through the house.
I babbled on of what I knew.
She added anecdotes on John.
We hobbled over stones past
the swimming pool Hemingway
cursed. Over the hour, she’d
become Elaine inviting me to lunch.
Back in the car, gripping
the steering wheel as if I were
a helmsman in a hurricane,
I delivered them to the Marquesa.
They had rooms overlooking
frangipani and drowsy trumpet trees.
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